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Vocabulary trainer
Use our Key Words list to learn vocabulary from the 
current Business Spotlight. The definitions will help you 
understand the words — and build your vocabulary.

Listen and learn!
You can download an MP3 file of this  
Key Words list from our website:  
www.business-spotlight.de/downloads

A PDF of these key words as well as a 
complete vocabulary list (English– 
German) for each magazine is availa-
ble at www.business-spotlight.de/words
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NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES
brainchild ifml. somebody’s idea Idee

bumbag UK ifml. a small bag attached to your belt Gürteltasche

deposit a sum of money that is paid as the first part of a larger payment Anzahlung

flip side ifml. the negative aspect of something Kehrseite 

freebie ifml. an item that is given away to promote a product Werbegeschenk

garment industry the economic sector that produces clothing Bekleidungsindustrie

season in the context of television, a series consisting of a number of episodes Staffel

tweak ifml. a slight modification of something (geringfügige) Änderung

VERBS AND VERB PHRASES
chase sb. down to work hard to find someone jmdn. ausfindig machen

dial into sth. to join something, for example a meeting, by phone sich in etw. einwählen

engage with sth. to deal with something sich mit etw. auseinandersetzen

show up ifml. to turn up (at a place) erscheinen

tender for sth. to submit an offer for supplying goods or services sich an einer Ausschreibung beteiligen

undo sth. to cancel the impact or result of something etw. rückgängig machen

usurp sb. to take someone’s position without having the right to do so jmdn. verdrängen

ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS
counterintuitive illogical widersinnig

huffily in an offended manner beleidigt

malicious having the desire to do harm to someone bösartig, arglistig

perpetual continuous, without interruption ständig, permanent

sequinned decorated with small shiny discs paillettenbesetzt

soothing calming beruhigend

unattainable impossible to reach unerreichbar

IDIOMS AND EXPRESSIONS
at the bottom rung at the lowest level in a hierarchy ganz unten in der Hierarchie

be scared stiff ifml. to be filled with fear eine Heidenangst haben

be vigilant about sth. to be careful about something auf etw. achten

call in sick to tell your employer that you are ill and cannot go to work sich krankmelden

give sth. a trial to try something out etw. ausprobieren

grab attention to make other people notice you Aufmerksamkeit auf sich ziehen

jump (the) lights ifml. to drive through a red traffic light bei Rot über die Ampel fahren

start from scratch to do something (again) from the very beginning bei Null anfangen
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